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Abstract

We investigate two scenarios that plague the training of

very deep PlainNets (models without skip connections):

(1) the relatively popular challenge of ‘vanishing and

exploding units’ activations’, and (2) the less investigated

‘singularity’ problem, which is studied in the literature. In

contrast to earlier works that study only the saturation

and explosion of units’ activations in isolation, this paper

harmonizes the inconspicuous coexistence of the

aforementioned problems for very deep PlainNets. We

argue that the aforementioned problems would have to

be tackled simultaneously for the successful training of

very deep PlainNets. Finally, different techniques that can

be employed for tackling the optimization problem are

discussed.

Introduction

- Very deep models  Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)

with over 15 layers.

- Generalization performance of DNNs generally increase

with depth increase.

Proposed investigation

- Units’ activation evolution: Units’ activation stability

- Singularity: Hidden representation condition

Conclusion

It is common to observe poor generalization when the

depth of DNNs without skip connections (i.e. very

deep PlainNets) exceeds 15 layers. In this paper, our

investigation results reveal that the successful

training of very deep PlainNets would rely on

simultaneously alleviating vanishing/exploding units’

activations and singularity of units’ activations. Lastly,

we demonstrate an approach for alleviating the

training problems.

Problem Statement

- Very deep PlainNets are difficult to optimize [1, 2, 3].

Fig.1. Error rate increase on the very deep PlainNets trained on CIFAR-

10 dataset [1]
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Motivation

- Simple architecture, since there is one information path

from the input to the output of the model.

- Hierarchical representations are easier to interpret.

Experiments

Table 1: Ablation studies for the different components

of the proposed solution.

Table 2: Results on CIFAR-10 dataset

Alleviating the training problem of very deep PlainNet

- Batch normalization (BN)

- Leaky rectified linear units (LReLU)

- Max-norm constraint for model weights

 Proposed solution  BN + LReLU + Maxnorm


